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URBAN with a 
RUSTIC TWIST
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The owners of this spectacular cottage on a 
lake just west of Huntsville are the delighted 
beneficiaries of this marriage of modern design 
and the familiar textural heritage of Muskoka 
cottage life. A reinvention in many ways of 
what cottage living has been for generations. 
Calming, comforting with warm finishes and 
furnishings, united in a thoroughly modern 
structure that reflects all the advantages of 
exciting, innovative design. The very best 
of both worlds.

When a stunning, 
contemporary design 
meets the timeless beauty 
of Muskoka’s landscape 
head-on, it suggests 
everything old can truly 
be new again. 

The owners of this stunning new 
cottage spent the better part of 15 years 
snowmobiling and enjoying the Huntsville 
area on an occasional basis. Weekends 
and holidays at local resorts offered many 
opportunities to get to know the people 
and what the area has to offer. They grew 
to love and appreciate this part of Ontario 
and knew that when the time was right, this 
is where they would ultimately find their 
piece of paradise. 

Glass railings guard the stairwell in the 
foyer of this very contemporary cottage 
in Huntsville. Andrew Collett’s landscape 
photography decorates the walls.

In the front yard, near a granite patio circled 
with Muskoka chairs, sits a well-equipped 
sandbox for the young denizens of this 
holiday house. LEFT: A carved wooden bear 
stands sentry at the main entrance.
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Roughly two years ago, they contacted Marsha Rao of Royal 
Lepage Lakes of Muskoka. “We decided to kick some tires and the 
search was on,” says the owner. After a dozen or so viewings that did 
not particularly fit their vision, Marsha finally convinced them to have 
a look at this particular property. “As soon as we turned the corner 
into the driveway, it was love at first sight. The view was absolutely 
spectacular and that is what it is all about for us.”

The basic cottage that existed was appealing. The skeletal structure 
was excellent. It had the clean, contemporary lines they were looking 
for, but needed a full renovation and reconstruction in order to deliver 
their vision. The cottage’s original owner introduced them to Urban 
Rustic Living and everything its team could bring to the equation. 

From exterior cladding and surfaces to rooflines, interior 
heights and room dimensions, the task of redesigning, rebuilding 
and modernizing was at hand. Although the owner has a great 
deal of experience in design, building and installation, finding the 
right builder and designers locally, to help put it together, was of 
paramount importance. 

TOP: Shielded with newly-planted pines, armour stone retaining walls and 
granite stairs complement the rock walls of this lake house. LEFT: The lake 
view inspires contemplation for players at this games table in the living room.

Furnished in soft blues and white, with 
carpeting from Taylor Carpet One, the 
living room overlooks a spectacular 
view of the lake. 

Continued on page 40
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Urban Rustic Living handled the interior 
design elements, finishings, lighting and 
furnishings. “It was a real team effort,” says 
Urban Rustic Living owner Tary Roossien. 
“The structural design was already there 
and would be renovated and rebuilt, but we 
needed to ensure that we captured the feel 
and flow the owners were looking for from 
beginning to end.”

Designer Danielle Doner of Urban 
Rustic handled the day-to-day efforts and 
coordinated with the owners to ensure the 
design and specific taste was fully understood 
and implemented. 

“They went above and beyond the call. 
They did all the 3D designs, sourced all the 
materials, fixtures and products and most 
of all, they were organized, professional and 

detailed in every way,” says the owner.
Builders and designers understood the 

direction and never resisted. Keep Muskoka, 
but embrace modernity. To that end, the 
natural stone and raw wood elements on the 
exterior and interior surfaces acknowledge 
Muskoka’s history, while the contemporary 
furnishings, and stunning details draw the 
modern edge into play.

White leather and chrome stools line the 
dining bar of the open-concept kitchen 
by Northern Living Kitchen & Bath Ltd. 
Stacked wood sheaths the bar front.

Leather parsons chairs and velvet covered armchairs 
surround the rustic wooden dinner table. BOTTOM: A 
six-burner range sits at the heart of this simple, elegant 
galley kitchen.

Urban Rustic Living 
designer Daniel le 
Doner coordinated the 
interior design.

Continued on page 42
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“It was all about finding the 
balance that would work best in the 
environment,” says Tary.

The balance is more than apparent in 
the earthy hue of the traditional plank 
flooring, the ledge rock dining room wall 
and formidable grey granite hearth, set in 
contrast against white Italian leather sofas, 
elegant bucket chairs, sleek fireplaces from 
Fireplace King and hearth-mounted flat 
screen televisions. The refined white kitchen 
cabinetry from Northern Living Kitchen 
& Bath Ltd. beautifully frames the latest 
in appliances, sink and taps. Striking white 
and chrome bar stools are contrasted by a 
commanding, wood slab dining room table, 
accented by a fabulous light fixture made 
from reclaimed barn beam and wrapped 
in exposed simple light bulbs from The 
LightHouse Design Centre.

A classic wood carving of an eagle with 
a fish in its talons, playful brightly-coloured 
canoe paddles and many other traditional 
folk art images are set alongside sleek table 
surfaces, refined contemporary furniture and 
elegant lighting. An effortless and seamless 
study in contrasts. “It was all about sourcing 
the right pieces, materials and textures from 
near and far,” suggests Tary. “We go as far 
afield as necessary to achieve the desired 
effect.” This pleasant contradiction in style 
and material begins at the shoreline and works 
its way dramatically throughout the home.

Wal l cabinetry matches the wood grain 
on the family room bar.

The family room includes a well-
equipped bar and porcelain 
tiles covering the floor in 
anticipation of wet swimmers.

BELOW: An Edison light fixture from The LightHouse Design Centre illuminates 
the pool table from Jamieson’s Billiards Sales & Service in the ground floor 
games room. BOTTOM LEFT: A sectional sofa creates a quiet downstairs 
sanctuary. BOTTOM RIGHT: The modern home office with a metal desk reflects 
the contemporary style of the entire cottage. RIGHT: More carpeting from 
Taylor Carpet One protects the hardwood floor in the ground floor family room.

Continued on page 44
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A unique and key feature is the infinity 
pool by Bonavista, wonderfully positioned 
between the shoreline and the cottage. The 
landscaping is lovely throughout, but the 
granite surrounding the pool in particular 
seems to present the effect of the pool 
cascading effortlessly into the lake beneath it. 
It was a must for the owners and a crowning 
touch to this breathtaking construction. 
Attainable Solutions Inc. built the dock 
that supports a well-equipped boathouse.

Surrounded in granite, an 
inf inity pool spil ls over the 
edge of the front yard. 

BOTTOM LEFT: A sliding barn door opens to a 
walk-in closet for the master bedroom. LEFT: The en 
suite features matching his-and-her sinks and mirrors. 
BELOW: Stacked tile covers one wall of the en suite.

Continued on page 46

A bed with a signature 
turnbuckle head board 
furnishes the master bedroom.
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It took the vision, the resources, the dedication and a year-and-a 
half for the owners and the rest of the team to bring this project to 
completion. Time, talent and great taste well spent. This new take on 
cottage construction absolutely offers all the conveniences of modern 
living coupled with the comfortable, casual elements that Muskoka life 
has championed for generations. 

“Like any cottage, it is all about the family and the time spent 
together in this type of environment,” says the owner. “Family culture is 
so important.” 

It is all about the home, not just the house. That idea is timeless.  OH

The well-equipped laundry room 
completes all the amenities needed 
for holidays at the lake.

A cloth-covered teepee adds an 
element of adventure to the boy’s 
room. LEFT: White, double bunk beds 
provide ample space for the girls and 
their young guests.

Guest rooms offer plenty of 
accommodations for visiting 
family and friends.

SOURCE GUIDE
• Aladdin Electric Limited • Attainable Solutions Inc. • Briggs Pumps & 

Plumbing Ltd. • Fireplace King • Highroller Painting • Ikes Turf • Jamieson’s 

Billiards Sales & Service • Marsha Rao – Royal LePage Lakes of Muskoka 

• Northern Living Kitchen & Bath Ltd. • Planet Earth Audio • Taylor Carpet One 

• The Garage Door Store • The LightHouse Design Centre • Urban Rustic Living
Create a breathtaking focal point in your backyard with this outdoor gas fireplace. Napoleon’s 
Riverside™ 42 Clean Face fireplace is weather resistant due to its 100% stainless steel 

construction for maximum durability. Featuring Napoleon’s exclusive PHAZER® log set and 

stainless steel clean face surround, you are bound to enjoy an unobstructed view of the 

beautiful flames. Let your imagination flow with endless possibilities - no venting or chimney 

requirements means installation is simple and easy.

For design ideas and information, we welcome you to visit our spectacular
must see showroom located in Huntsville, Ontario 

FIREPLACE KING
3 Cairns Drive, Huntsville
705.789.8067
fireplaceking.com
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